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Abstract
The cerebral cortex is a highly folded outer layer of grey matter tissue that plays a key role in
cognitive functions. In part, alterations of the cortex during development and disease can be
captured by measuring the cortical thickness across the whole brain. Available software
tools differ with regard to labor intensity and computational demands. In this study, we com-
pared the computational anatomy toolbox (CAT), a recently proposed volume-based tool,
with the well-established surface-based tool FreeSurfer. We observed that overall thickness
measures were highly inter-correlated, although thickness estimates were systematically
lower in CAT than in FreeSurfer. Comparison of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients with age-
matched healthy control subjects showed highly comparable clusters of MS-related thinning
for both methods. Likewise, both methods yielded comparable clusters of age-related corti-
cal thinning, although correlations between age and average cortical thickness were stron-
ger for FreeSurfer. Our data suggest that, for the analysis of cortical thickness, the volume-
based CAT tool can be regarded a considerable alternative to the well-established surface-
based FreeSurfer tool.
Introduction
The cerebral cortex plays a crucial role in cognitive development and decline. Numerous stud-
ies have shown that cortical thickness is one of the most important parameters that is related
with cognitive functions such as executive functions [1], memory [2], and visual recognition
[3]. In addition, various studies have pointed towards a role of cortical thinning as a reliable
index of atrophy in neurodegenerative and neurological disease [4].
Measures of cortical thickness have been automated by the use of algorithms. FreeSurfer [5]
has been over a decade one of the major software packages for surface-based thickness
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analyses. FreeSurfer has a large user community and extensive documentation available, with
diverse possibilities for advanced pre-processing, such as fixing intensity normalization
through control points, removal of dura from the cortical pial surface, as well as statistical
modelling, such as vertex-specific general linear model (GLM), or region of interest and atlas-
based analyses. It should however be noted that processing time is relatively long (which can
amount to 24 hours per individual subject). Therefore the required computational resources
can be considerable, particularly if one needs to process a large number of subjects, as is often
the case in patient studies. For some beginner users without programming experience, Free-
Surfer may have a steep learning curve. In these cases, presenting alternatives that allow for
faster processing and rapid learning by the user while at the same time maintaining a high
quality would be invaluable. The Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT), a toolbox under
SPM12, may provide such an alternative. Among other options, CAT provides cortical thick-
ness analyses. This volume-based approach uses a projection-based thickness (PBT) method
[6]. Spherical and brain phantoms have confirmed that CAT accurately measures cortical
thickness [6]. The pipeline takes about one hour of processing time per subject.
The aim of the current work was to validate CAT compared to FreeSurfer in the context of
data derived from a large cohort. Since numerous studies have been published on multiple
sclerosis (MS) related cortical thinning [7–11], and on age-related cortical thinning [12–14],
we compared the two methods by analyzing a large group of MS patients and healthy controls.
First, we compared the average and standard deviation (SD) of cortical thickness across
subjects for CAT and FreeSurfer. Further, we correlated overall estimates of cortical thickness
between CAT and FreeSurfer to examine if both methods show a strong correlation. Second,
we compared MS patients to healthy controls and expected that similar regions would show
significant MS-related thinning for both CAT and FreeSurfer. Third, we compared age-related
thinning in MS patients for CAT and FreeSurfer.
Materials and methods
Subjects
The group of healthy controls comprised 80 subjects and the MS group 168 subjects. One con-
trol participant and two MS patients were removed because CAT had problems estimating the
central surface. Thus 79 subjects for the control group (67% female, mean Age = 30.9 yrs) and
166 subjects for the MS group (68% female, mean Age = 30.9 yrs) were analyzed. Patients had
a mean disease duration of 3.5 years, and median Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) = 1
(range, 0–3.5). Average lesion volume was 3.8 ml (SD = 6.2) and average lesion count was
17.12 (SD = 11.3).
The study had been approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty, Technical
University of Munich. Written informed consent was obtained from healthy participants to
undergo MRI scanning for scientific purposes in the context of other imaging studies and
from patients to provide their MRI scans, acquired in routine clinical practice, for scientific
studies. All subjects were recruited at the same centre (Klinikum Rechts der Isar, Technische
Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, Germany).
Acquisition of MR images
All subjects underwent MR scanning at a 3T scanner (Philips Achieva) using the same proto-
col. We acquired a 3D gradient echo T1w sequence using magnetization-prepared 180 degrees
radiofrequency pulses and rapid gradient-echo sampling with a spatial resolution of 1.0 x 1.0 x
1.0 mm3, a repetition time (TR) of 9 ms, and an echo time (TE) of 4 ms. For the segmentation
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of WM lesions, we also acquired a 3D FLAIR sequence with a spatial resolution of 1.0 x 1.0 x
1.5 mm3, a TR of 104 ms, a TE of 140 ms, and a time to inversion of 2750 ms.
Preprocessing
Before preprocessing with either software, we filled white-matter lesions of T1w images by the
lesion segmentation tool, version 1.2.3. [15], which is freely available (www.statistical-
modeling.de/lst.html). CAT12 Beta version r720 and FreeSurfer version 5.3.0. were both run
on the same Linux Workstation. Both software tools are freely available at http://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu and http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/. The estimation of cortical thickness
in CAT is based on the PBT method and is fully automated [6]. It uses tissue segmentation to
estimate the WM distance, then projects the local maxima (which is equal to the cortical thick-
ness) to other GM voxels by using a neighbor relationship described by the WM distance. The
PBT method allows the handling of partial volume information, sulcal blurring, and sulcal
asymmetries. The surface pipeline uses topology correction, spherical mapping, estimation of
local surface complexity and local gyrification.
FreeSurfer is semi-automated to construct surface models and estimate amongst other mea-
sures the cortical thickness [5]. Surface-based analyses in FreeSurfer involves the removal of
non-brain tissue using a hybrid watershed algorithm, automated Talairach transformation,
segmentation of subcortical white matter and cortical gray matter, intensity normalization, tes-
sellation of gray/white-matter boundary, automated correction of topological defects and sur-
face deformation to form the gray- and white matter boundary [16]. Cortical thickness was
determined as the difference between the pial and white-matter surface [17].
For both CAT and FreeSurfer smoothing kernels of 15 mm were used prior to estimation of
vertex specific GLM. Vertices in the medial wall were removed for CAT and FreeSurfer. CAT
computation time including pre-processing and surface analysis for an individual subject is
about 1 hour. For FreeSurfer the minimal processing time for a subject was 9.5 hours and the
maximal time was 23 hours.
Statistical analyses
We first computed the average and SD of thickness maps in both CAT and FreeSurfer. Whole
cortex average thickness was compared between methods using the t-test. For between-group
analyses we used Welch´s t-test for unequal variances.
In addition, we analyzed the correlation between average thickness values for CAT and
FreeSurfer. To facilitate comparison between the two methods, the individual CAT and Free-
Surfer thickness values were mapped to the fsaverage subject provided by FreeSurfer. For each
individual hemisphere, 163842 vertices (i.e., measurement points) were imported into R statis-
tical computing package [18]. Due to different surface registration methods [19], we correlated
whole average thickness values and further compared regional effects between the methods
using a standard parcellation atlas provided by FreeSurfer [20].
Group differences between MS and healthy controls were analyzed for CAT and FreeSurfer
using vertex-specific GLM analyses. In addition to the main effects of group, the interaction
between group x method was examined.
Finally, age-related cortical thinning was analyzed for CAT and compared with FreeSurfer,
using a linear model. The linear model provided estimates for the slope of age-related cortical
thickness alterations. In addition to the age effects for methods separately, we analyzed the
interaction between method x age. We applied a statistical threshold of p<0.001 (uncorrected)
for all vertex-wise analyses.
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Results
Surface maps of cortical thickness
The surface map of cortical thickness showed the expected distribution for both methods. The
cortex was thinner in the visual areas, whereas the temporal and motor areas were thicker.
Maps of the SD showed a similar pattern but more variance in the insular region (Fig 1).
Using the standard parcellation atlas, cortical thickness showed a highly comparable distribu-
tion for CAT and FreeSurfer (Fig 2A).
Average thickness values were higher in FreeSurfer than CAT (Table 1). This was the case
for both MS patients, t = 20.534, 95% CI: [0.24, 0.29], df = 278.22, p<0.001 and healthy partici-
pants, t = 13.041, 95% CI: [0.23, 0.31], df = 127.05, p<0.001.
We analyzed the correlation between CAT and FreeSurfer for the MS patients. There was a
significant correlation between region-wise cortical thickness in CAT and FreeSurfer, with
r = 0.84, p<0.001, 95% CI: [0.79, 0.88] (Fig 2B). For vertex-wise correlation, we obtained a
similar value, r = 0.89, p<0.001.
Surface-based group comparison
Comparing individual average thickness values of MS patients and healthy participants by t-
tests showed no significant differences with CAT, t = 1.87, CI:[0.00, 0.08], df = 138.28,
p = 0.0632, but significant differences with FreeSurfer, t = 3.51, CI:[0.02, 0.07], df = 145.46,
p<0.001.
Fig 1. Surface maps of mean and SD of thickness in healthy participants. Maps of mean thickness (row
1–2) and SD (row 3–4) show very similar distributions for FreeSurfer and CAT.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179590.g001
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Vertex-wise group comparisons yielded similar patterns with both methods. Accordingly,
we did not find a meaningful interaction between group and method (Fig 3).
Effects of age
We further compared CAT and FreeSurfer with regard to age-related cortical thinning of MS
patients (Table 1).
For CAT, there were significant correlations between age and cortical thickness (r = -0.21,
95% CI: [-0.06, -0.35], p = 0.00645). For FreeSurfer, correlations were stronger (r = -0.36, 95%
CI: [-0.22, -0.48, p<0.001) (Fig 4). A linear model showed that the slope of age-related decline
was for CAT -0.0055 and for FreeSurfer -0.0060 (Fig 5).
Fig 2. (a). Thickness values across regions (b) correlation between methods. Thickness across regions was measured using the
parcellation atlas provided by FreeSurfer (Desikan et al., 2006). Numbers on the x-axis are the following labels: 1. Bank of STS, 2.
Caudal anterior cingulate cortex, 3. Caudal middle frontal cortex, 4. Cuneus, 5. Entorhinal cortex, 6. Frontal pole, 7. Fusiform cortex, 8.
Inferior parietal cortex, 9. Inferior temporal cortex, 10. Insula, 11. Isthmus cingulate cortex, 12. Lateral occipital cortex, 13. Lateral
orbitofrontal cortex, 14. Lingual cortex, 15. Medial orbitofrontal cortex, 16. Middle temporal cortex, 17.Paracentral lobule, 18.
Parahippocampal gyrus, 19–21: Inferior frontal gyrus: 19. Parsopercularis, 20. Parsorbitalis, 21. Parstriangularis, 22. Pericalcarine
cortex, 23. Postcentral gyrus, 24. Posterior cingulate cortex, 25. Precentral gyrus, 26. Precuneus, 27. Rostral anterior cingulate, 28.
Rostral middle frontal cortex, 29. Superior frontal cortex, 30. Superior parietal cortex, 31. Superior temporal cortex, 32. Supramarginal
gyrus, 33. Temporal pole, 34. Transverse temporal cortex.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179590.g002
Table 1. Mean thickness across hemispheres for CAT and FreeSurfer. LH = Left hemisphere, RH = Right hemisphere.
Mean thickness in mm (SD) P-values Correlation with age R values P values Correlation with age
R values
P values
CAT FreeSurfer CAT vs FreeSurfer CAT FreeSurfer
LH–Healthy controls 2.127 (0.710) 2.426 (0.603) P<0.001 -0.254, P<0.05 -0.401
LH–MS patients 2.097 (0.716) 2.382 (0.619) P<0.001 -0.195, P<0.05 -0.350, P<0.001
RH–Healthy Controls 2.180 (0.725) 2.425 (0.612) P<0.001 -0.286, P<0.05 -0.446, P<0.001
RH–MS patients 2.132 (0.720) 2.379 (0.621) P<0.001 -0.220, P<0.01 -0.352, P<0.001
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179590.t001
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Vertex-based GLM of the relation between age and thickness showed comparable region-
specific effects for CAT and FreeSurfer, with widespread thinning in the superior medial fron-
tal cortex, lateral inferior frontal cortex, supramarginal cortex, lateral temporal cortex, and cin-
gulate cortex. Accordingly, interaction analysis between method and age did not yield
significant clusters (Fig 4).
Discussion
We compared CAT with FreeSurfer. CAT is a VBM-based method to estimate the cortical sur-
face and measure cortical thickness. This study showed that measures of CAT were highly
comparable to FreeSurfer with a few exceptions. Overall thickness measures were lower in
CAT than FreeSurfer but surface maps of thickness showed similar regional distributions
between the two methods. Cortical thickness correlated significantly between the two methods.
Comparison of MS patients with an age-matched healthy control group showed highly compa-
rable clusters of MS-related cortical thinning for both methods as also indicated by the lack of
a significant interaction between group and method. Finally, vertex-wise validation of well-
known age-related cortical thinning showed similar results for CAT and FreeSurfer, notwith-
standing that for FreeSurfer correlations of averaged cortical thickness with age were stronger.
In sum, taking FreeSurfer as a “gold standard” that has been thoroughly validated by different
post-mortem data [17, 21, 22], the current study shows that CAT is capable of estimating corti-
cal thickness in healthy populations and neurological populations such as MS.
The general difference in cortical thickness can depend on the tissue/boundary classifica-
tion, but also the thickness definition itself, where different approaches are well known to
result in varying results [23]. FreeSurfer used the average nearest neighbor metric [17],
Fig 3. Group differences MS vs HC, p<0.001 (uncorrected). Surface-based statistical maps showing
clusters of significant cortical thinning in MS.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179590.g003
Fig 4. Age-related thinning, p<0.001 (uncorrected). Surface-based statistical maps showing significant
clusters of age-related alterations in cortical thickness.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179590.g004
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whereas the mapping scheme of the PBT approach of CAT not only adapts for blurred sulci,
but also for blurred gyri. As a result, the thickness of the crones of gyri is much more similar
compared to sulcal areas, what results in a more similar cortical pattern.
Alternative methods to estimate the cortical surface may proof to be important for hospitals
or research institutes that do not have sufficient computational and staff resources available
and/or when processing time would be extensive for a substantial number of patients, for
example datasets containing hundreds or thousands of patients. In the case of MS, cortical
thickness has been an invaluable measure as a marker of cortical atrophy. It has been discov-
ered that cortical thickness is related with lesion volume on the one hand, and clinical symp-
toms, cognitive deficits and disability on the other hand [7, 8, 24]. Cortical thickness may be a
promising neural marker for clinical trials [25], and the development of fast and reliable soft-
ware tools to estimate cortical thickness is therefore crucial.
The age-related effect of cortical thinning has been widely reported in healthy participants
[12–14], but also in patient populations, such as MS [10] and hereditary small vessel disease
[26]. Age is therefore a simple but evident variable to validate the quality of cortical thickness
data. We analyzed age-related effects in MS patients because it represented the largest group
and therefore there were clearer effects at pre-defined thresholds of p<0.001. We found for
CAT β = -0.005523 and for FreeSurfer β = -0.006005. This equals roughly to a decline of 0.05–
0.06 mm per 10 years. This estimate in MS patients is slightly higher than the age-related
decline of 0.04 mm reported for patients with hereditary small vessel disease [26], and more
than twice the reported decline of 0.016 mm per decade in healthy subjects [13]. The afore-
mentioned studies including our own study used cross-sectional designs. Age-associated corti-
cal thinning was widespread but also showed distinctive regional effects, most markedly in
lateral temporal areas, superior frontal areas, lateral frontal areas, medial visual areas and the
posterior cingulate area. A similar regional pattern of age-related thinning was obtained for
CAT and FreeSurfer, even though there was more variance in the CAT measures. Application
of FreeSurfer-based masking to select vertices to be included for calculation of the global values
in CAT did not change this result. The observed areas of age-related thinning do correspond
with regions that were reported for age-related thinning in a large meta study that included 6
different samples totaling 883 subjects [12]. It should nonetheless be mentioned here that Free-
Surfer seems more sensitive to capture averaged cortical thinning with age.
The group differences between MS patients and age-matched healthy participants showed
highly comparable regional specific thinning for both methods, particularly occupying the
Fig 5. Age-related thinning for CAT and FreeSurfer.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179590.g005
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parietal cortex, medial occipital cortex and mid-cingulate cortex. Corresponding cortical
regions have been reported as well by previous studies [7, 10, 11]. It should be noted that,
unlike other studies, we did not observe thinning in the anterior temporal areas [7]. One rea-
son may be that we investigated early stage MS patients, whereas cortical thinning of the tem-
poral poles is particularly observed at longer disease durations [7]. Another interesting
observation was cortical thinning in the occipital areas. This is consistent with some previous
work [10, 24], though inconsistent with some other studies [7]. A key explanation may be dif-
ferences in sample sizes, as a low sample size reduces statistical power.
In conclusion, the current work shows that CAT appears a reliable alternative for cortical
thickness measures, though both methods show also some differences. CAT may be an option
if computational resources are limited while nevertheless sufficiently rapid neuroimaging
applications are needed, such as clinical trials where cortical thickness is used as a neural
marker. Though softwares such as FreeSurfer likely remain a mainstay for detailed analyses of
cortical morphology, an application as CAT may be very important for research scientist or cli-
nicians who do neither have the computing resources in place to analyze their large patient
datasets nor the time available to invest in learning and using code-mediated analytical tools.
At the moment, CAT however appears less sensitive for detecting differences in averaged corti-
cal thickness.
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